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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: RB Mike Davis, 

South Carolina 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

On tape, I really like/love Mike Davis as a RB prospect for the NFL. Watching his tape pre-Combine, I 

thought Davis would be a top-3 RB prospect for the 2015 NFL Draft. Now, I’m not so sure…now that 

we’ve seen the NFL Combine results. 

It’s not that Davis was ‘bad’ at the NFL Combine. He just didn’t ‘jump off the page; like I had hoped. He 

kinda waffles in that ‘could be a B+ but could be a C+’ prospect range. I previously thought he was a for 

sure ‘B’ grade with a chance to be an ‘A’. I think ‘A’ output in the NFL with him as a long-shot, but 

possible. 

What is so great about Mike Davis is that he is a classic power runner—he has a bigger upper body, and 

does great work ramming off-tackle or up the middle. His feet are quick enough for him to make subtle 

cuts in a crowd, in order to find an extra 1-2-3+ yards. I can also say that about several RB prospects, but 

where Davis rises above most of them is that he has sensational hands in the passing game…I mean 

really good. 

His visual, his physical profile screams “Mark Ingram or Alfred Morris,” all are top-heavy guys who are 

solid in speed, swift in cutbacks, have nice power and can wear you out off-tackle. However, Ingram and 

Morris can barely catch the ball unless it is placed to them perfectly without distraction. They have to 

stop their movement and snatch passes…Davis catches balls in full stride and breaking down field 

without a hitch like Matt Forte. Davis is effortless in the short passing game. When you get a 217-pound 

RB with a big upper body who can catch swing/screen pass without breaking stride, and immediately 

gains steam moving downfield against smaller DBs—it’s a weapon. 

In a nutshell, I would say Davis runs like Stevan Ridley, but can catch a little like Shane Vereen. There is 

value in that in the NFL. Davis may not be a breakaway or fancy runner like a Le’Veon Bell or Matt Forte, 

but he’s solid…and with hands and movement in the passing game like them. I fear NFL coaching staffs 

will pigeon-hole Davis as a power-runner only, but he has so much more to give. 

There are negatives to discuss as well… 
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Davis is a high-energy runner, but I’m not sure how motivated he is in the other parts of the game. He is 

a flimsy, disinterested pass blocker (which can be fixed). He had a small issue with fumbles through his 

college career. His body wore down with nagging injuries at the end of 2014, and his NFL Combine 

numbers did not suggest he was always ‘busting it’ in the weight room. I question how hard Davis 

prepped for the Combine—which is an off-field, psychological-read issue. 

Davis is a ‘good’ prospect, with a chance to be ‘very good’ with more work put into round out his 

game…or he could get run over in the NFL by not putting in the work to his frame or non-with the ball-

related skills. He’s a bit of a gamble, and not a sure thing—but the un-coachable talents (hands, 

instincts) are there. Everything else is fixable…but needs fixing. 

 

Mike Davis, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Mike Davis has bad ‘splits’ after seven games played the past two season: 

2013: 

18.9 carries, 125.6 rushing yards, 6.7 ypc, 1.4 TDs per game = Davis in first seven games of the season 

14.2 carries,   60.8 rushing yards, 4.3 ypc, 0.2 TDs per game = Davis final five games (after seven games 

booked) 

  

2014: 

17.3 carries, 94.6 rushing yards, 5.5 ypc, 1.1 TDs per game = Davis in first seven games of the season 

13.0 carries, 53.3 rushing yards, 4.1 ypc, 0.2 TDs per game = Davis final six games (after seven games 

booked) 

Keep in mind as well—the schedule got more difficult as the season wore on, so Davis may be a bit of a 

hoax that he fades against better opposition. It’s not a reach to think he might be just a ‘good’ college 

runner, but not a next-level guy. 

I look at the output drop-offs as the season wears on, and I see his moderate speed-strength numbers 

from the Combine, and I worry he really is not a putting enough time into his body to endure full 

seasons at a high-level. If that’s even a bit true, he is really in trouble at the next-level. 
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The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Mike Davis Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

You may not be as impressed, but I think Rex Burkhead is a really solid RB prospect—a tough runner 

with terrific hands…just like Mike Davis. If Davis gave 150% like Joique Bell, he could find himself an NFL 

starter like Bell someday too. The potential is there with Davis, but as you can see from this list—

superstardom is not likely in the cards. 

 

RB 
Grde 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

7.29 Davis Mike So Carolina 2015 5 9.1 217 2.21 8.55 5.39 11.55 

6.09 Burkhead Rex Nebraska 2013 5 10.0 214 -1.09 9.79 7.24 7.92 

7.22 Bell Joique Wayne St 2010 5 11.2 220 0.62 12.75 9.04 9.26 

5.69 Bolden Brandon Ole Miss 2012 5 11.0 222 0.22 7.12 7.44 9.41 

5.37 Ballard Vick Miss State 2012 5 10.1 219 0.03 7.74 6.97 6.87 

6.46 Polk Chris Washington 2012 5 10.6 215 2.20 4.35 7.72 8.56 

4.89 Nash Damien Missouri 2005 5 9.6 218 4.26 11.66 5.83 8.60 

 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a 

prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make 

it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out for the 

NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand-

size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify a RB 

prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in 
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college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

 

2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Mike Davis is currently the 11th-ranked RB prospect for the 2015 NFL Draft by both CBS and ESPN—with 

4th/5th-round grades. That’s probably the right range from him on draft day. If you see him go 4th-

round, I’d be pleasantly surprised. If you see him go 6th-round…it likely means that he butchered his 

personal interview and background check—and the ‘not hard-working’ label has stuck. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d rather have a 5th-round+ Mike Davis then most RBs in the higher-pick RBs in 

this draft. With work, Davis could be a top-5 RB in this class, at a bargain draft price. As he is, with flaws, 

I like him better than most for the NFL game. The more a draft bargain he becomes, the more I’m ‘in’. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

So much will ride on what team Davis falls in with. He will be drafted later, so NFL teams have no 

pressure to push him. He likely makes a roster and is buried as a 3rd/4th RB for a few years unless injury 

forces a quick chance—and that happens a lot. I could see Davis buried and forgotten, but then two 

injuries hit, and Davis is rushed into the lineup and gains 1,000+ yards in a season on the ground and 

1,500+ total. He has Alfred Morris potential—snuck into the starting job, and never looked back. 

He’s not a sure thing, but he’s a ‘thing’ to watch. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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